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One of the many interesting
features of the jarrah forest is the
variety of tree sizes present. Some
trees are tall and have thick
trunks, whereas others are short
and thin. Several years ago we
became interested in the size of
trees throughout the jarrah forest,
and wondered about the size of
the biggest trees and how
common they were.

People ususally express the size
of a tree as its total height. The
height of individual trees,
however, is often diff icult to
measure accurately and quickly, so
foresters orefer to measure the
diameter (over the bark at breast
height) 1.3m above ground.

Before 1956, thousands of trees
and stumps were measured
throughout the jarrah forest to
orovide an inventorv of how
much timber was aviilable and
how much had already been
extracted by logging. The trees
and stumDs measured were not
selected at random, but were
instead located along many
narrow (20m or 40m wide) belt
transects, totalling some 900km in
length. This statistical information
is held in the archives at the
Institute of Forest Research,
Como.

Most transects were confined to
the jarrah forest that yielded most
timber per hectare, so called high
quality jarrah forest (tig. 1). The
occurrence of high and low
quality jarrah forest is closely
related to rainfall and fertil ity of
the topsoil. High quality forest
occurs on more fertile land where
average yearly rainfall exceeds
1000mm, whereas low quality
forest is oresent on soils of lower
fertil ity, in a lower rainfall zone
east oi the high quality forest
(F iB.  1) .

What s izes are big t rees?
ln 1934 members of the Forests

DeDartment measured all l ive
trees of diameter 20cm or more, in
two 4.05 ha plots, in jarrah forest
that was then unlogged. One plot
was near Tallanalla (Fig. 1), in high
quality forest, and the other was
near Beraking (Fig. 1), in low
quality forest. The proportion of
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JARRAH FOREST
THE SIZE RANGE IN HIGH AND LOW OUALIry FOREST PLOTS
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Figure 2 Diameters of jarrah trees in two plots in the jarrah forest; Tallanalla
plot {based on 350 trees) and Beraking plot (based on 398 trees). trees in each 10cm diameter class

(that is, 20-30cm, 30-40cm, etc) is
d isp layed graphica l ly  (F ig.  2) .
There were many more small trees
than large trees in each plot.

We refer to trees with diameters
of 100cm or more as big trees, and
there is a striking difference in the
representation of big trees
between the plots - 15.3% at
Tallanalla compared wirh 4Y" at
Beraking.

Particularly large trees in
Western Australian forests are
popularly known as king trees. To
be more precise, we decided to
call those jarrah trees with a
diameter of at least 200cm, King
larrahs.

The belt transects already
referred to are helpful in assessing
generally the range of sizes
attained by big trees in high and
low qual i ty  forest  (F ig.3) .  In  h igh
quality forest about 80% of big
trees are of diameter 100-140cm,
whereas in low quality forest the
same proportion is in the diameter
range 100-120cm.

JARRAH FOREST

THE SIZE BANGE OF BIG TREES IN BELT TRANSECTS
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Figure 3 Diameters of big iarrah trees in high and low qualitv forest; based
on 9Z trees for-high quality foresfand 90 treei for low quality forest.
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The stump of a King
larrah at Mundlimup -
felled in 1872.

Unfonunately the crowns and buns of many big jarrah have su{fered fire damage
over the years, , v

King Jarrahs
We sawed a cross section of

wood from the stump of a King
Jarrah in Mundlimup Block, 5km
east of larrahdale. The diameter of
the tree at breast height was
200cm. We prepared this section
for a count of the annual groMh
rings, by planing it. There were
397 rings, indicating that the tree
was about l()0 years old when
felled in 1954.

As a check, we then submitted a
sample of heartwood to the
Sydney University radiocarbon
laboratory. The date found by this
method was 300 years. This is
satisfactory agreement between
the two methods. We concluded
that this tree began life in the late
sixteenth century or early
seventeenth century and grew
with an average annual increase in
diameter of 0.5cm.

Unfortunately most King Jarrahs
left in the forest are either dead,
or nearly dead, through extensive
damage by wild fire to the lower
trunk and branches. Few carry
vigorous crowns.

Some fine examples of King
larrahs in the northern iarrah
forest may be found in Sawyers
forest block near Mundaring, in
Lowden block near Collie. in
Hadfield block near Harvey, and in
the Nanga, Holmes and Amphion
blocks near Dwellingup. The tree
in Hadfield is, in fact, the biggest
jarrah tree yet found, with a
diameter of 3'19.3cm. Enquiries
about the location of these trees
should be directed to the Forests
Department offices in the above
towns.
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